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2016

TVW strengthened governance; shared

information about local homelessness causes and

possible solutions; developed relationships with

key partners such as Mitchell Shire Council and

Nexus Primary Health.

2017

Our team secured a site for the village and

commenced planning and permit processes; we

attracted further grants and donations to fund

critical components of our village; we developed a

client pathways model; we engaged team leaders

for programs such as Gardens & Permaculture,

Pets in the Village, Volunteer Experience.

2018

2019

2020
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Our History

Transition Village Wallan (TVW) was formally

incorporated and gained charity registration.

This followed a year of research into various

community based models for

accommodating people who were homeless.

We were awarded $200,000 via the Pick My

Project grant to fund capital infrastructure

and continued building key relationships in

the community.

TVW pivoted to a remote working team focused

on progressing our planning permit including a

Cultural Heritage Management Plan

development process and exploration of

partnership opportunities.

2021

Continued to review governance

Developed the OH and S induction program

for volunteers including:

 Covid response,  

policies and procedures. 

Activated the Better Impact Volunteer

Management software program

All actions were impacted by strict, Covid

restrictions until November 2021

Initiated the Recycled / Upcycled Op Shop

Project June 2021

Continued work on the Planning Permit

application documents as required by

Council

Initiated conversations re quotes with

prospective builders of the Village



Judy Clarke

Jessie Zander

David James

Skye Forster

Ian Dempsey

Nyonie Hennessy

Anne Zelwys

Kathy Leishman-Clark

Founder / CEO

Treasurer

Financial Advisor

Volunteer Governance

Volunteer Operations

 Pets in the Village

Client Pathways

General CoM Member

Transition Village Wallan Inc (TVW) is a

registered charity aiming to build an eco

village of Tiny Houses, utilising

sustainable living and design practices, for

people experiencing (or at risk

of) homelessness in the Mitchell Shire

area. 

We are based in Wallan and are working

towards whole community change to

support a safe, sustainable and connected

way of life for all members of our

community.

About us Our People
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TVW acknowledges the Traditional Custodians of the land and waters on which we live and work, and we

pay our respect to their continuing culture; and to Elders past, present and emerging.  We acknowledge

that sovereignty was never ceded and that we benefit from the rich contribution of Aboriginal and Torres

Strait Islander peoples across this nation now and throughout history.

 

Our Village will be built on the land of the Wurundjeri people of the Kulin Nations, in Woi Wurrung

country. We wholeheartedly support the Uluru Statement and measures to promote greater involvement

of our First Peoples in political decision-making, in truth-telling and knowledge-sharing of Australia’s

history

General CoM MemberAnnie Fletcher –Nicholls

 



Our Year

The opportunity to open the first of such small

business units, an op shop, came in June 2021,

The past 6 months have been dedicated to

establishing the Recycled / Upcycled Op Shop

Project, which had its third successful grand

opening in October 2021, following the lifting of

lockdown restrictions. 

As a direct outcome of opening the RUOSP the

Better Impact Volunteer Management Program has

been successfully activated. 

There is a now a complete process for managing

Volunteer Applications from the application form

on the TVW website, through to data entry and a

welcome package being sent immediately to each

volunteer. Personal follow up takes the form of a

phone call from the RUOSP Manager, Kathy

Leishman-Clark.

 

The year which passed so slowly…
The increasing impact of the Covid 19 pandemic

on Transition Village Wallan became apparent.

All local fundraising events were cancelled,

reducing our income by an estimated $10,000 for

the second year. Daily operational expenses

were funded out of untied monies previously

raised or donated, with sufficient funds

remaining in the bank to cover our requirements

until early 2022, when we expect to begin local

fundraising once more.

Grant applications were not approved as the

grant makers turned, understandably, to funding

groups already supporting community, rather

than the new, unproven initiatives such as TVW.

Work on the TVW project which involved onsite

visits for surveys also halted.

Once all reports are received the Council

Planning Permit Application can be delivered.

The estimated timeline, once the Planning Permit

Application is received by Council, is 6 months

until Village construction can begin. 

One of the foundation aims of TVW is to become

financially independent within 5 years of

opening. This will be accomplished by a

combination of money received via rents, and

small business operations. The opening of small

business operations was planned to commence

after the village opening. 
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Our fundraising ability has been severely curtailed,

work on developing the required surveys and

reports required by Council has been delayed and

the general malaise which has affected most

Victorians has also been felt in our volunteer and

management group.

However, step by step we have advanced towards

our goal of building Transition Village Wallan. This

reflects the depth of commitment among the

committee members and volunteers to the ideals of

the project, to be able to support this large project

outside of their own family and work commitments.

I want to personally, and on behalf of the TVW

Committee, thank Jessie Zander for her incredible

support of me and the TVW project over the past 5

years. Jessie had the misfortune of working with a

person who is totally mathematically incapable in all

ways and has the responsibility to make sense of the

needs for the Village financial planning. The

resulting financial accounting has been

outstanding.

Thank you to the old hands on committee who have

again seen the TVW project through the year.

Members have had to show a great degree of

flexibility in their thinking as the conditions changed

during the year. The major example was bringing

forward the aim of project financial independence

via community business ventures which resulted in

the mid -year formation of the Recycled / Upcycled

Op Shop Project.

Transition Village Wallan’s commitment to the

United Nations’ Sustainability Goals was tested

twice during the year by students from Edith Cowan

University, via the Practera Group.

Mitchell Shire staff and Councillors who

have believed in and supported this project

over the years.

Mr Chris Banon (Town Planner) who has

shown great generosity in providing his

time and expertise pro bono to TVW, to

develop the Planning Permit Application.

Ms Jacqui Brauman of TBA Law Wallan for

acting in a pro bono capacity as TVW’s

legal advisor

July 2020 saw a report tabled on the ethical

business strategies of Transition Village Wallan

and in August 2021 and a report tabled on

Strategic Impact Sustainability of our Business

and Activities Options.

Both reports concluded that TVW meets many

of the 17 UNs’ Sustainability Goals along with

similar projects worldwide.

The late months of 2021 have seen the

activation of the Volunteer Program, and a

review of the Governance pertaining to our

registration with ACNC. Thank you to Kathy

Leishman –Clark, Sharron Hill, Ian Dempsey

and Kerry Free. 

Thank you to: 
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CEO Report



Southern Mitchell Rotary– steadfast supporters of the TVW project

Bunnings /Craigieburn- long time, generous supporters of TVW

Mr Chris Day (Archeosurveyor) for his work in developing the CHMP as required by law.

Ms Sophie Dyring (Architect, Schored Projects) and staff for their invaluable assistance with the

Village design and providing information for the CHMP)

To the Committee of Management – THANK YOU. Throughout this most difficult year you have

been steadfast in working for the project regardless of personal concerns.

Thank you to all of our supporters, grant givers and donors. It has been a slow slog to get to this

point of the project but I feel the pace will quicken as we source funding and move forward with

the actual Village construction.

Jessie Zander –founding Treasurer and life time member of TVW

Bendigo Bank – Wallan and Community Bank – Covid support fund

The management team of our newest venture Recycled/Upcycled Op Shop Project (RUOSP) for

producing a retail shop under the most difficult circumstances.

Thank you to:
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CEO Report cont

Judy Clarke -  CEO
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Actions 2020 - 2021



A very challenging year all round for TVW.

The volunteering area of the Village has been able to progress during the Covid 19 pandemic,
especially with the opening of the Recycled/Upcycled Opportunity Shop Project. This has resulted in
the return to face-to-face contact with the public and an increase in interest in the project.

We have been able to introduce and populate the Better Impact volunteer management program,
thanks to the support of Sharron and Kathy. Volunteers are able to log their data including recording
hours worked, induction and training.

The following documents have been created and approved by TVW Management Committee: -

·Volunteer Induction Checklist
·Volunteer Rights
·Volunteer Code of Practice

We are all looking forward to an exciting and progressive year ahead. One activity high on the
agenda is an onsite get together with all interested parties to view and discuss what we have in mind
for the future of TVW. 
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Looking to the Future
2022 promises hope for our community and our projects. The progress depends on our ability to

source the financial support necessary, so an intensive program of fundraising (as previously

planned for 2020) will be instigated. 

The project is moving forward slowly and once our surveys are completed and we have Council

approval we estimate that the Village will open in the second half of the year. I am aware this has

been said before, however, so fingers crossed.

Our first community business venture will be well established by mid 2022 and we will be slowly

but continually expanding the activities offered over the next three years.

We look forward to moving the TVW project out into public view, much of what has been achieved

to date has been background office work. Now we hope to be working on site with our volunteers,

preparing for that day when we welcome our first residents.

 

Team Updates - Volunteers



The aims have been extended to develop RUOSP as a training

centre for TVW and local community residents in retail, basic

sewing and leadership. Partnerships with adult learning groups

eg PRACE or the local Kilmore / Wallan Neighbourhood Houses

will be developed in 2022.

Profits from the RUOSP will be directed to supporting the TVW

project in line with the TVW aim of becoming financially

independent to maintain the long term viability of the Village.
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RUOSP Recycled / Upcycled Op Shop Project 

A TVW community business venture
The RUOSP idea was first conceived in June

2021 by Kathy Leishman-Clark to provide a

community hub for recycling, arts and crafts and

as a community safe space.

These principles exactly matched those of

Transition Village Wallan so a partnership

evolved whereby RUOSP became an active

community business centre within Transition

Village Wallan’s governance.

RUOSP Obstacles
1. Recruitment and management of a large

volunteer program.

2. Overcoming the uncertainties imposed by Covid

restrictions especially the recent lockdown in

Mitchell Shire. 

3. Finding a suitable long term venue

4. Funding the initial start-up costs of the project in a

suitable rental premise.
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RUOSP Overcoming the challenges 

Obstacle 1:  Resolved 
By the work of Ian Dempsey and Sharron Hill.

Sharron has become the Admin Officer for RUOSP

resulting in a coherent process for receiving

Volunteer Applications from the TVW website to

welcoming volunteers with a mail out of

information and requesting volunteer availability.

Obstacle 2 :  Resolved 
The dedication of the RUOSP Manager, Kathy

Leishman- Clark, Admin Officer Sharron Hill and

the resilience of the community who continued to

support the project with verbal support and

donations to the op shop. The Team Leaders

never lost faith in the project, and we have been

able to reopen with the minimum of fuss – three

times actually. Hopefully this is the last time until

we can re-locate.

Obstacle 3 & 4:   Resolved
We now have a 12 month lease on a very suitable property in Kilmore. December 2021 will see the

commencement of two of the internal aims of the RUOSP i.e. the opening of the Makers and Menders

Group and the establishment of the 'Cuppa and Chat' safe space, with a nearby children’s activity

space.

We cannot thank Mingh Tan enough for his amazing generosity in allowing an unknown

group to take possession of part of his supermarket, for free. 



Wallan & District

Community

Neighbourhood

House

Our supporters
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Training and supporting interns and volunteers  
Graphic design services for events, socials and reports
RUOSP set up on digital channels

We have been delighted to partner with Transition Village Wallan providing support to implement

digital solutions, graphic design and other support as required.  The hours available to TVW 

 beginning 1st October 2021  was 53 hours.  48 hours of Digital Assist and 5 hours under the care

plan. 

Over 45 support requests were made during the latest reporting period and the entire 53 hours were
used. 
• The most amount of time was spent on: 

• Website updates have taken place throughout the year and all software remains current
• We continued to assist in the management of G-Suite 
• We support analytics and reporting
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Digital Services Lab Report 
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Financial Reports



We're a member based organisations and

becoming a member is a great way to show

your support. Click here for the form! 

1

2

1

Become a Member

3 Donate

4 Engage 
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How you can get involved

Giving your time is a precious gift and we

deeply appreciate it. The options are

awesome and almost endless, so, if you've got

a skillset you'd like to offer we'd like to hear

from you. Sign up today!

Your cash or in-kind donations go a long way.  

You name it we need it.  You can donate

online and we encourage you to contact our

CEO about any other donations.   

You can donate here!

We need you to attend our events, share posts  

on social and be a vocal supporter working to

alleviate homelessness.   Tell your workmates,

your boss, your friends and family.  

Check out our website

Volunteer

ceo@tvw.org.au tvw.org.au

https://transitionvillagewallan.com.au/become-a-member/
https://transitionvillagewallan.com.au/become-a-member/
https://transitionvillagewallan.com.au/volunteer/
https://transitionvillagewallan.com.au/donations/donate-now/
http://tvw.org.au/

